Garden Of Paradise.

Words by
HAROLD ATTERIDGE.

Music by
SIGMUND ROMBERG.

Andante.

Piano.

There's a sweet fragrant scent Here where the flowers are growing, Hours golden are spent, This Paradise,
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Land of Content, This the Garden of Dreams,

That you have made so endearing, Where, in memory sweet Come back my love thoughts cheering.

Chorus. Slow (expressivo.)

Garden of Paradise, a garden rare, If you are
there. Garden of Paradise each spot will

be When you're with me. Garden of

Paradise, where skies are blue, Because of you, The garden of all fondest

memories I know, Where plans come true Garden of
Paradise the rose's bloom give sweet perfume.
Your very presence near gives everything.
The breath of Spring the garden rare as Nature's blessing.
Because your presence comes caressing.
And all its splendor from love dreams.

Tender, the Paradise I know only came from you.
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